Thyroid nodules: a review of current guidelines, practices, and prospects
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Abstract

In 2006, two major society-sponsored guidelines and one major consensus statement for thyroid diagnosis and management were published by: the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists/Associazione Medici Endocrinologi (AACE/AME); the American Thyroid Association (ATA); and the European Thyroid Association (ETA). A careful review of these guidelines reveals that despite many similarities, significant differences are also present, likely reflecting differences in practice patterns, interpretation of existing data, and availability of resources in different regions. The methodology of the guidelines is similar, but a few differences in the rating scale make a rapid comparison of the strength of both evidence and recommendations difficult for the use in current clinical practice. Some recommendations are based mostly on experts’ opinion. Thus, a same recommendation may be based on a different evidence; on the other hand, sometimes the same evidence may induce a different recommendation. Therefore, efforts are needed to produce a few high-quality clinical studies to close the evidence gaps in the still controversial fields of thyroid disease and to create a joint task force of the most authoritative societies in the field of thyroid disease in order to reach a common document for clinical practice recommendations.

Introduction

Opinion regarding the optimal approach to the diagnostic evaluation and clinical management of thyroid nodules remains diverse, changing, and controversial. Clinical guidelines, developed by a panel of experts using new scientific data, attempt to bring consistency into clinical practice. Guidelines are designed to facilitate medical decision making.

In 2006, two major society-sponsored guidelines and one major consensus statement for thyroid diagnosis and management were published by: the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists/Associazione Medici Endocrinologi (AACE/AME); the American Thyroid Association (ATA); and the European Thyroid Association (ETA) respectively (1–3). These documents take into account the best available published evidence, incorporating the experience and expertise of the writing panel. A careful review of these guidelines and the consensus statement reveals that despite many similarities, significant differences are also present, likely reflecting differences in practice patterns, interpretation of existing data, and availability of resources in different regions. Thus, the rationale for the ETA to sponsor a symposium at its 32nd annual meeting is to address some of these issues.

Epidemiology and risks of benign and malignant thyroid diseases

Thyroid nodules are very common. Moreover, with the increasing use of sensitive imaging techniques, an increasing proportion of thyroid nodules are now incidentally detected. A prospective study comparing clinical examination and ultrasound (US) showed that 46% of the nodules (>1 cm) detected by US did escape detection by clinical examination (4). Autopsy and prospective US studies in North America detected asymptomatic thyroid nodules in 50 and 67% respectively (5, 6). A population study in Germany, a previously iodine-deficient and currently borderline-iodine-sufficient country, detected thyroid nodules by US in 20% of the population aged 20–79 years. The prevalence increased with increasing age to 52 and 29% for women and men aged 70–74 respectively (7).

In areas not affected by nuclear fall out, the annual incidence of thyroid cancer has been reported to range between 1.2 and 2.6 cases per 100,000 in men and 2.0–3.8 cases per 100,000 in women with higher incidences in countries like Sweden, France, Japan, and USA (8). An increase in thyroid cancer incidence from 3.6 per 100,000 in 1973 to 8.7 per 100,000 in 2002...
has recently been reported for the USA (9). A similar increase in thyroid cancer incidence from 1983 to 2000 was reported for France (10) and the thyroid cancer incidence in Germany in 2002 was 6.7 and 3.2 per 100,000 women and men respectively (11). However, most of these increases in thyroid cancer incidences were due to an increased detection of small papillary cancers (9, 10).

In autopsy studies, clinically silent thyroid papillary microcarcinomas (<1 cm diameter) have been reported in up to 36% depending on the number of serial sections (12). Most autopsy studies report incidences ranging from 6 to 11% (13–15). A comparison of these papillary microcarcinoma incidence rates in autopsy studies with the incidence rates for clinically apparent papillary carcinomas strongly suggests that most papillary microcarcinomas will not lead to clinically apparent thyroid carcinomas. Moreover, these data suggest that the histological evaluation of resected thyroid tissue will often detect papillary microcarcinomas with an unlikely clinical relevance. A follow-up study of papillary microcarcinomas over a 9-year period demonstrates no metastasis in patients with tumors <0.8 mm (16).

Studies on the epidemiology of thyroid nodule function are rare. The scintigraphic evaluation of 60% of the solitary nodules detected by US in a random cohort of probands aged 41–71 years living in an area with borderline iodine deficiency revealed cold nodules in 46%, isofunction nodules in 44%, and hot nodules in 6% (17). In another population study, the thyroid nodules were detected by thyroid palpation of adults aged 18–64 in only 1.9% in an iodine-sufficient area and in 5.1% in an iodine-deficient area. The scintigraphic evaluation of these nodules identified cold nodules in 87 and 84%, isofunction nodules in 0.4 and 0.6%, and hot nodules in 8 and 10% in the iodine-sufficient and -deficient areas respectively (18). Most hot nodules are easily detected by a thyrotophin (TSH) determination. However, in iodine-deficient areas, scintigraphic evidence for thyroid autonomy has been reported in 40% of patients with euthyroid endemic goiters (19). Moreover, somatic constitutively activating TSH receptor mutations have been detected in small 131 iodine-hyperfunction areas detected by autoradiography (20). It is therefore likely that not all hot nodules that are much more frequent in iodine-deficient than iodine-replete areas (21) are detectable by the determination of TSH. However, if the hot nodule volume surpasses a volume of 16 ml, a suppressed TSH was detectable even with older RIA technology (22).

The high prevalence of thyroid nodules requires evidence-based rational strategies for their differential diagnosis, risk stratification, treatment, and follow-up. These strategies should concentrate on the risk for malignancy, hyperthyroidism, and symptoms and should be adaptable to the wide spectrum of clinical manifestations of thyroid nodules ranging from the small <1.0 cm thyroid incidentaloma to the large symptomatic thyroid nodule with progressive growth. Moreover, these strategies should also account for the different prevalences of thyroid nodules, hot nodules, and the different subtypes of differentiated thyroid carcinomas in iodine-replete and -deficient areas as well as different healthcare systems.

However, several questionnaire studies with European, North American, and Australian endocrinologists repeatedly revealed large discrepancies in the diagnosis and management of thyroid nodules (23–26). Among other discrepancies, a less frequent application of the fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB), more frequent use of thyroid scintigraphy, thyroid US calcitonin (CT), and thyroid peroxidase (TPO) antibody determination for the diagnosis of thyroid nodules in Europe as compared with North America and different strategies for the treatment of thyroid nodules became apparent. Most of these questionnaires and especially those performed in Europe and North America were published in 1999 and 2000. In 2006, three major society-sponsored guidelines for thyroid diagnosis and management were published by the AACE/AME: the ATA; and the ETA (1–3). Future surveys such as the one reported below and performed during an interactive symposium at the 32nd annual meeting of the ETA in Leipzig, Germany, will therefore have to clarify if these guidelines were able to impact on the divergent management strategies for thyroid nodules that have previously been documented.

**Agreement and disagreement between the guidelines**

This presentation attempted to review and compare a few similarities and differences, but clearly is not an exercise in systematic comparison of the recently published guidelines. The format consisted of a case presentation, followed by a management question with multiple choices, followed by audience response immediately obtained by an audience response system (ARS), and then a brief discussion of current recommendations by the major published guidelines vis-à-vis audience response. Although several hundred physicians were present at the symposium, only 200 ARS devices were picked up with responses that are included and discussed herein.

**Case 1.** A 40-year-old woman presents with a recently discovered thyroid nodule. She reports no history of radiation exposure and there is no pain, tenderness, dysphonia, or dysphagia. Examination reveals an easily palpable, firm, solitary 2.5 cm right thyroid nodule. There is no cervical adenopathy.

**Question 1 – Would you obtain a thyroid US?**

a. Yes, always
b. No, never
c. It depends!
Answer 1 – (n = 146; n represents number of responders)

a. 89%

b. 5%

c. 6%

Discussion. The overwhelming majority here would obtain a thyroid US, which is consistent with the recommendations from all three recent guidelines (Table 1). The AACE/AME guidelines suggest a thyroid US for any patient with a palpable nodule, history of neck radiation, family history of thyroid cancer, or the presence of unexplained cervical adenopathy. The ATA guidelines suggest that thyroid US should be performed in all patients with one or more suspected thyroid nodules. The ETA guidelines state that thyroid US is mandatory when a nodule is discovered at palpation.

Single thyroid US characteristics of thyroid nodules are of limited sensitivity and specificity. However, results are highly operator dependent and clearly superior in clinics or centers with good experience and expertise. Therefore, despite the fact that US data are compelling, they should be viewed with caution. In the US an ever-increasing number of endocrinologists are attending US courses and learning to use US machines in their daily thyroid practices. Current US machines are user-friendly, sensitive, portable, and affordable. Although office use of sonography, unlike nuclear medicine practice, does not require licensure, it is predicted that in the near future physicians using US machines will be required to obtain a license.

Question 2 – Serum TSH is 0.6 mIU/l (normal 0.5–4.5). Would you now obtain a radioisotope scan?

a. Yes

b. No

c. Maybe

Answer 2 – (n = 171).

a. 45%

b. 41%

c. 12%

Table 1 Comparison of recommendations for thyroid nodular diagnostic tests in different guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Society</th>
<th>EB</th>
<th>Initial test</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>Scan</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>Rebiopsy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AACE/AMEa</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TSH + FNA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAb</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TSH + FNA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETAc</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TSH + FNA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKd</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TSH + FNA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EB, evidence based; US, ultrasound; CT, calcitonin.

a Endocrine Practice 2006 12 63–102 (1).

Thyroid 2006 16 109–142 (2).


www.british-thyroid-association.org (52).

Table 2 Answers to the question ‘which imaging test would you obtain in a patient with a solitary thyroid nodule?’ in published questionnaires (24, 53).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>ATA, 1996 (%)</th>
<th>ATA, 2000 (%)</th>
<th>ETA, 2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scan</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan + US</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EB, evidence based; US, ultrasound; CT, calcitonin.

a Endocrine Practice 2006 12 63–102 (1).

Thyroid 2006 16 109–142 (2).


www.british-thyroid-association.org (52).
extra capsular growth or cervical nodes; and impalpable or small (<1 cm) nodules. The other two guidelines do not make specific recommendations for US-FNA.

Question 4 – A palpation-directed FNA was performed and smears were 'nondiagnostic' or 'unsatisfactory.' Would you proceed with:

a. a repeat FNA by palpation
b. an US-FNA
c. a repeat FNA only if nodule is primarily (>75%) solid on US
d. surgery

Answer 4 – (n = 170)

a. 3%
b. 76%
c. 15%
d. 6%

Discussion. Nondiagnostic or unsatisfactory smears are caused by inadequate cellularity and should be repeated. Approximately 50% are satisfactory on reaspiration, the yield increasing if rebiopsy is done by US-FNA (27). The majority of those in this room feel that repeat biopsy should be done with the help of an US, an answer that is consistent with both AACE/AME and ATA guidelines. AACE/AME suggests that in this case, US-FNA is preferred and biopsy should be directed at the periphery of the lesion, noting that despite good technique ~5% of nodules remain nondiagnostic and should be surgically removed. ATA guidelines suggest close observation for repeatedly nondiagnostic cystic nodules, and thyroidectomy if nodule is solid.

Table 3 illustrates that FNA results are 65% benign or negative for malignancy; 5% positive or malignant; 20% nondiagnostic or unsatisfactory; and 10% suspicious or indeterminate. The probability of malignancy in each category is listed in the Table and should be <2% in the benign group in laboratories with good FNA experience (27).

Question 5 – FNA was done and result is benign. You ask this patient to return in 6–12 months for:

a. Thyroid palpation only
b. Thyroid palpation + US
c. Thyroid palpation + FNA
d. Thyroid palpation + US + FNA
e. None of the above

Table 3 FNA results (according to (27)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cytology</th>
<th>Results %</th>
<th>Probability of malignancy %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benign (negative)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant (positive)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondiagnostic (unsatisfactory)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>&lt;3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspicious (indeterminate)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answer 5 – (n = 166)

a. 6%
b. 59%
c. 4%
d. 27%
e. 4%

Discussion. AACE/AME guidelines suggest simple follow-up for cytologically benign thyroid nodules; repeat US was not recommended. ATA guidelines suggest clinical follow-up at 6–18 months, without US monitoring for easily palpable benign nodules. Opinion on reaspiration of benign nodule remains divided. AACE/AME suggests reaspiration only for enlarging nodules, recurrent cysts, or for nodules not shrinking after thyroxine (T4) therapy. ATA guidelines suggest either reaspiration or surgery for growing nodules.

Wiersinga has recommended repeat palpation and FNA 1 year after a benign FNA result (29). Lucas et al. rebiopsied 116 patients with benign FNA and found no missed malignancy, concluding that reaspiration is not necessary (30). On the other hand, Chehade et al. followed 235 patients with benign FNA for an average of 2.9 years, and on repeat FNA found malignancy in 1 (0.4%), concluding that rebiopsy reduces false-negative rates (31).

Question 6 – Remember that our patient is a 40-year-old woman with a single, 2.5 cm nodule; benign, colloid by FNA; solid by US; and with serum TSH 0.6 mIU/l. Would you recommend T4 suppressive therapy?

a. Yes
b. Never
c. Only in iodine-deficient areas
d. I do not like this question

Answer 4 – (n = 182)

a. 14%
b. 65%
c. 12%
d. 9%

Discussion. The practice of routine T4 therapy for benign thyroid nodules has undergone dramatic change in the past two decades. Whereas previously most endocrinologists would have used T4 to suppress TSH in this case, current guidelines do not endorse this practice. Therefore, it is gratifying that 65% in this audience agreed with the guidelines and chose not to use T4 therapy.

AACE/AME guidelines state that routine T4 therapy in patients with benign thyroid nodules is not appropriate but it may be considered in iodine deficiency. Today, 12% of this group voted to use T4 if the patient is in an iodine-deficient area. The ATA panel did not recommend suppression therapy for benign nodules.
A recent meta-analysis of nine studies including 596 patients has showed that nodule volume decreased significantly in only less than 20% of the treated group. Moreover, T4 suppressive therapy led to a nonsignificant improvement in the rate of response to therapy (defined as ≥ 50% nodule volume reduction by US; pooled relative risk (RR) 1.83, 95% CI 0.9–3.73) (32). In summary, neither the guidelines nor the majority of this audience use T4 to suppress benign thyroid nodules.

Question 7 – What would you do next if cytology showed 'suspicious for malignancy-follicular neoplasm'?

a. Obtain immunohistochemical markers
b. Order radioisotope scan
c. Respirate nodule
d. Surgical excision

Answer 7 – (n = 195)

a. 6%
b. 12%
c. 2%
d. 80%

Discussion. Management of a nodule with indeterminate cytology still generates controversy. The cancer risk among these specimens ranges from 15 to 75%, ~15% for follicular neoplasms. Immunohistochemical markers have neither regularly nor reliably separated benign from malignant lesions (27). Repeat biopsy is not helpful and can even lead to confusion, because if reaspiration is benign, the clinician has to reconcile between a benign and a suspicious result. AACE/AME guidelines consider surgical excision as the best management; repeat biopsy or large-needle biopsy is not recommended. ATA guidelines discourage the use of molecular markers and prefer a radioiodine thyroid scan, to rule out nodule hyperfunction, when cytology is suspicious. ETA guidelines find immunocytochemistry neither sensitive nor specific, believing surgical treatment is the best approach.

Question 8 – Final cytology is ‘follicular neoplasm’ and you recommend surgery. Which of the following do you choose?

a. Lobectomy and postop histological review
b. Near-total thyroidectomy
c. Lobectomy and intraoperative frozen section exam
d. My surgeon is smart; I’ll leave it up to him/her!

Answer 8 – (n = 188)

a. 24%
b. 34%
c. 36%
d. 6%

Discussion. AACE/AME guidelines recommend surgical treatment but do not specify the extent of surgery. Guidelines by the ATA suggest thyroid lobectomy for an isolated, indeterminate solitary nodule, whereas ETA recommends lobectomy for a solitary nodule and a near-total thyroidectomy for an MNG when cytology is suspicious. Moreover, the ETA does not endorse frozen section because of the high frequency of false-negative results.

Several recent reports have suggested that in experienced hands intraoperative frozen section can accurately separate benign from malignant follicular or Hurthle cell neoplasms. For example, Paphavasit and colleagues report that intraoperative frozen section was correct in 78% of patients, with sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and accuracy of 78, 99, 90, 98, and 98% respectively (33).

It is, therefore, not surprising that this audience seems evenly divided between the surgical options noted above. While there is no majority of opinion here, these differences likely represent availability of surgical and pathology expertise available to each participant in his/her clinic or location of practice.

Case 2. A 40-year-old woman has a palpable, solitary thyroid nodule; serum TSH is 0.6 mIU/l; an US shows a solid 3.0 × 2.5 × 2.0 cm right lobe mass, left lobe is normal, and no cervical adenopathy identified.

Question 9 – Would you measure baseline serum CT level?

a. Yes
b. No
c. Only if it is free!

Answer 9 – (n = 125)

a. 49%
b. 43%
c. 8%

Discussion. In this presentation, this was the most controversial question that generated a lengthy and heated discussion. Serum CT is a useful marker for C-cell disease and correlates well with tumor burden. Medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC) accounts for only 5% of thyroid malignancies; however, recent reports have shown that prevalence of MTC ranges from 0.4 to 1.4% in unselected patients with nodular thyroid disease. Data from nonrandomized, prospective studies mostly from European countries suggest that routine CT measurement can detect early and unsuspected MTC (3). Early diagnosis and prompt thyroidectomy result in decreased morbidity and increased survival. Yet, there seems to be no consensus on this issue, and outside Europe, the enthusiasm for ordering routine CT has not been high except for a recent publication suggesting cost effectiveness (34).

Figure 1 illustrates how often clinical members of the ATA, the Australian endocrinologists, the ETA, and the Latin American Thyroid Society (LATS) would order CT in patients with nodular thyroids (28, 35).
AACE/AME guidelines do not endorse routine CT measurement recommending the test only if FNA is suspicious for MTC or family history is positive for RET. The ATA panel could not recommend either for or against routine CT measurement. And the ETA recommends CT measurement in the initial diagnostic evaluation of thyroid nodules. Recent expert opinion has underlined this practice difference on opposite sides of the Atlantic: Borget et al. writing from France, state that ‘based on their assumption, plasma CT determination in the assessment of thyroid nodule pt would appear to be highly favorable compared with a number of other accepted health interventions’ (36). On the other hand, Podak and Burman, writing from the US, observe that ‘the issue of CT testing in pt with thyroid disease remains controversial. It does not seem that the use of basal CT levels in the routine screening of pt with nodular thyroid disease is warranted without the ability to use gastrin stimulation as a confirmatory test’ (37). Today, the audience response seems to acknowledge this ongoing controversy in thyroid practice, with 49% using, whereas 43% not using, routine CT measurement. It is surprising, however, that as many as 43% of this group does not order CT measurement, considering that the overwhelming majority of them today are likely practicing in Europe. We would submit that despite the recommendation from the ETA for routine CT determination, many members still consider this issue unresolved.

Conclusions

Guidelines provide useful information and recommendations for practice, and impact positively on patient care. Additionally, guidelines should be considered as suggestions but not a rigid formula for practice. In the opinion of the authors, thyroid practice is influenced by published scientific data, personal preferences, patient priorities, and availability of resources. The recent thyroid guidelines underscore regional practice differences, but they also illustrate many similarities. It will be desirable to evaluate the impact of guidelines on practice patterns by a follow-up survey of clinical members of the AACE, AME, and ETA.

One aim of published guidelines is to reach a consensus. We feel consensus in health-related issues is useful and provides a framework for improved practice. However, even on the issue of consensus, there is no consensus! For example, Dr Terry Davies has recently observed that ‘I am always suspicious of the word ‘consensus.’ To me this word means that not everyone agrees…We have to rely on the art of practical medicine, not arbitrary guidelines which can lead to problems for the individual patient’.

Recommendations based on evidence and lack of evidence

Despite many strong similarities, a few relevant differences are present in the recently issued clinical practice guidelines on thyroid nodule management. These controversies probably reflect not only the possible absence of high-quality evidence but also the frequently observed lack of consistency of results and the presence of some differences among the authors in the interpretation of the existing data. This is probably due to the variable availability of technical resources and professional skills and to the changing prevalence of thyroid disease in different regions of the world.

We will therefore review the methodology followed by the AACE/AME and ATA guidelines and by the ETA consensus statement to assess their evidence-based medicine (EBM) quality on the basis of a validated framework, and to evaluate the strength of the evidence at the basis of the, sometimes controversial, recommendations for clinical practice.

The methodology of the recently issued guidelines on thyroid nodule is similar and comparable?

The AACE/AME guideline follows the AACE ad hoc task force system (38). Four levels of evidence are recognized: good quality randomized controlled trials and
meta-analysis (level 1 evidence), limited quality randomized controlled trials and well-conducted prospective cohort studies (level 2 evidence), observational studies or conflicting evidence (level 3 evidence), and expert consensus and opinions (level 4 evidence). Recommendations are graded ‘A’ (homogeneous evidence from multiple randomized controlled trials or multiple cohort studies), ‘B’ (evidence from at least one randomized controlled trial, cohort or case–control study, or meta-analysis), ‘C’ (evidence based on clinical experience, descriptive studies, or expert consensus/opinion), or ‘D’ (not rated evidence). Risk-to-benefit ratio is also taken into account. See Table 4 for details.

The ATA guideline grades the recommendations according to the US Preventive Services Task Force system (39). Rating: ‘A – Strongly recommends’ recommendations are based on consistent evidence from well-designed and well-conducted studies; ‘B – Recommends’ means that the evidence is sufficient to recommend the intervention but is of limited value regarding number, quality, or consistence of individual studies; ‘C – Recommends’ refers to expert opinions. ‘D – Recommends against’; ‘E – Recommends against’; and ‘F – Strongly recommends against’ are based on the same evidence as C, B, and A recommendations respectively, but are negative (‘do not do’); ‘I – Recommends neither for nor against’ recommendation is released when evidence is insufficient to recommend for or against providing the intervention/service, due to lacking or conflicting data. The impact on relevant health outcomes and harm-to-benefits ratio is considered. See Tables 5 and 6 for details.

No official method for grading the level of evidence and the strength of recommendations has been followed by the ETA panel for the European Consensus. The ETA approached the National Endocrine Societies in Europe requesting the appointment of two thyroid cancer experts for each country. The experts have discussed some issues about thyroid nodules in a meeting held in Athens on 24 May, 2005. The experts were advised to base their statements on clinical and scientific evidence whenever available in the current literature. After a state-of-the-art session and a subgroup’s work on the selected issues, the results were reported to the whole group of experts. During the following months, the coordinators drafted a text that was circulated among the members of the task force and the discussion took place via electronic mail up to the delivery of the final

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of evidence</th>
<th>Recommendation grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Various strength-of-evidence scales reported in the medical literature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Well-controlled, generalizable, randomized trial</td>
<td>Adequately powered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well-controlled multicenter trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large meta-analysis with quality ratings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-or-none evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Randomized controlled trial-limited body of data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well-conducted prospective cohort study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well-conducted meta-analysis of cohort studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Methodologically flawed randomized clinical trials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observational studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case series or case reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conflicting evidence with weight of evidence supporting the recommendation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expert consensus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert opinion based on experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Theory-driven conclusions’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Unproved claims’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Homogeneous evidence from multiple well-designed randomized controlled trials with sufficient statistical power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homogeneous evidence from multiple well-designed cohort controlled trials with sufficient statistical power ≤ 1 conclusive level 1 publications demonstrating benefit &gt;&gt; risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Evidence from at least one large well-designed clinical trial, cohort or case-controlled analytic study, or meta analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No conclusive level 1 publication ≥ 1 conclusive level 2 publications demonstrating benefit &gt;&gt; risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Evidence based on clinical experience, descriptive studies, or expert consensus opinion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No conclusive levels 1 or 2 publications ≥ 1 conclusive level 3 publications demonstrating benefit &gt;&gt; risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No conclusive risk at all and no conclusive benefit demonstrated by evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Not rated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No conclusive levels 1, 2, or 3 publication demonstrating benefit &gt;&gt; risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conclusive levels 1, 2, or 3 publications demonstrating risk &gt;&gt; benefit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
text. According to the proper characteristics of a consensus statement paper, the rating of evidence and the grade of recommendations are not provided.

A synopsis of the strength of recommendations and of the types of evidence that support the suggested interventions in the ATA and AACE/AME guidelines is provided in Table 6.

Two relevant thyroid cancer guidelines, which also discuss a few issues about clinical management of thyroid nodules, have been published in 2007: the National Comprehensive Cancer Network Guidelines (40) and the British Thyroid Association and Royal College of Physicians Guidelines (41). These documents are mainly focused on the management of thyroid cancer and have not been systematically evaluated for the ETA symposium.

**EBM quality of guidelines**

The overall EBM quality of the guidelines has been assessed by the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research & Evaluation (AGREE) instrument. This framework is the product of an international collaboration, endorsed by the European Community and developed at St George’s Hospital Medical School, London. The last release is of September 2001 (42).

The AGREE instrument is a complex of 23 key items organized in six domains. Each domain is intended to capture a separate dimension of guideline quality. The domains evaluate scope and purpose (three items), stakeholder involvement (four items), rigour of development (seven items), clarity and presentation (four items), applicability (three items), and editorial independence (two items). Each item ranks 1–4, generating a maximum score of $4 \times 23 = 92$ and a minimum score of $1 \times 23 = 23$.

The three documents considered here have been independently evaluated by four AME EBM experts. The mean AGREE scores have been the following: AAME/AACE, 63/92; ATA, 61/92; ETA, 52/92.

The AACE/AME, ATA, and ETA documents had good ratings, with a similar AGREE score. Although the score may be useful for comparing guidelines and will inform the decision as to whether or not use or recommend a guideline, it is not possible to set a threshold for the score to mark a ‘good or bad’ guideline. The lower score

---

**Table 5** Classification of the strength of recommendation based on the American Thyroid Association (ATA) US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) system for the ATA guideline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Strongly recommends. The recommendation is based on good evidence that the service or intervention can improve important health outcomes. Evidence includes consistent results from well-designed, well-conducted studies in representative populations that directly assess effects on health outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Recommends. The recommendation is based on fair evidence that the service or intervention can improve important health outcomes. The evidence is sufficient to determine effects on health outcomes, but the strength of the evidence is limited by the number, quality, or consistency of the individual studies; generalizability to routine practice; or indirect nature of the evidence on health outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Recommends against. The recommendation is based on expert opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Recommends against. The recommendation is based on fair evidence that the service or intervention does not improve important health outcomes or that harms outweigh benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Strongly recommends against. The recommendation is based on good evidence that the service or intervention does not improve important health outcomes or that harms outweigh benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Recommends neither for nor against. The panel concludes that the evidence is insufficient to recommend for or against providing the service or intervention because evidence is lacking that the service or intervention improves important health outcomes, the evidence is of poor quality, or the evidence is conflicting. As a result, the balance of benefits and harms cannot be determined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from the US Preventive Services Task Force, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.

**Table 6** Synopsis of the strength of recommendations and of the types of evidence that support the suggested interventions in the American Thyroid Association (ATA) and American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists/Associazione Medici Endocrinologi (AACE/AME) guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation grade</th>
<th>Type of evidence supporting the recommendation</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methodology – synopsis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Randomized trials</td>
<td>Strongly recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Not randomized trials</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Expert opinion</td>
<td>Recommended low grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (AACE/AME) or I (ATA)</td>
<td>No evidence available</td>
<td>Recommended neither for nor against</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATA guideline reports also ratings D, E, and F. These have the same strength of ratings C, B, and A respectively, but the recommendations are negative (‘against’).
of the ETA statement is due to the absence of links between the reported evidence and the recommendations for clinical practice. Moreover, recommendations are not reported as definite sentences.

A synopsis of the specific comments of the reviewers is presented in Tables 6 and 7.

Levels of evidence and grading of recommendations

In order to assess the quality of the links between the strength of evidence and the grade of recommendations reported by the various guidelines, we examined the EBM basis of the recommendations concerning a few clinical questions.

**Question 1: When should one use US and FNA in thyroid nodule evaluation?**

**Answer.** Basically US examination is indicated by all guidelines (GL) if a nodule or goiter is palpable and by AACE/AME GLs even in patients without palpable lesions, who are at high risk of thyroid cancer, a practice also reported by the Society of Radiologists (42). FNA biopsy (either US or palpation guided) is recognized as the diagnostic procedure of choice for the assessment of clinically or incidentally discovered thyroid nodules.

**Comments.** Concordance between GLs is very high for both the clinical recommendations and the grade of their strength, but the evidence available for recommending US examination is correctly reported only as fair (ATA, grade B; AACE/AME, grade C). Indeed, although US is generally appreciated as a diagnostic procedure that induces a powerful effect on thyroid outcomes, the quality of EBM evidence in favor of clinical use of US thyroid scan may be rated just as fair due to the absence of level 1 and 2 clinical evidence.

The examination of the linked references confirms these remarks. For the thyroid US issue, ATA reports three observational studies (level of evidence 3 according to AACE scale, Table 4), ETA one retrospective observational study (level of evidence: 3) and one consensus (level of evidence: 4) and AACE/AME reports five prospective observational studies (level of evidence: 3) and six reviews (level of evidence: 4). For FNA biopsy, ATA reports three observational studies (level of evidence: 3), ETA three observational studies (level of evidence: 3) and one review (level of evidence: 4), and AACE/AME six observational studies (level of evidence: 3) and seven reviews with a pooled analysis (level of evidence: 3–4).

It is noteworthy to observe that the evidence reported by ATA, ETA, and AACE/AME GLs on thyroid US and FNA biopsy lacks consistency. We found only as shared by the three GLs:

- one reference in ATA and ETA (Marqusee et al. *Annals of Internal Medicine* 2000: retrospective observational study (43)),
- two references in ATA and AACE/AME (Tan et al. *Archives of Internal Medicine*, 1995: retrospective observational study (44); Hagag et al. *Thyroid* 1998: prospective observational study (45)), and
- no reference in the ETA Consensus and the AACE/AME GL.

**Question 2: Which laboratory evaluations should be performed for thyroid nodules?**

**Answer.** In the absence of a specific clinical suspect, the initial thyroid laboratory evaluation requires the determination of TSH only according to all the guidelines. The ATA panel cannot recommend either for or against the routine measurement of serum CT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
<th>Results of the guideline evaluation by the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research &amp; Evaluation (AGREE) instrument.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGREE score</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pros</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidelines quality – overall evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AME/AACE</td>
<td>63/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATA</td>
<td>61/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETA (consensus statement)</td>
<td>52/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
while AACE/AME recommends that serum CT should be measured if FNA or family history suggests MTC. On the other hand, ETA consensus recommends the routine use of serum CT measurement in the initial diagnostic evaluation of thyroid nodules.

Comments. There is a complete concordance among the panels of the three societies about the measurement of serum TSH concentration as the single-most useful laboratory test in the initial evaluation of thyroid nodules because of the high sensitivity of the TSH assay in detecting even subtle thyroid dysfunction.

On the contrary, there is a near-complete discordance about CT testing. ATA claims that there remain unresolved issues of sensitivity, specificity, assay performance, and cost effectiveness about serum CT measurement and adds that most studies rely on pentagastrin stimulation testing, a drug no longer available in the United States. ETA recommends routine use of CT testing as several – mostly European – prospective studies of unselected thyroid patients have demonstrated that routine measurement of serum CT allows the detection of unsuspected medullary thyroid carcinoma. According to these reports, serum CT has a better sensitivity for medullary cancer than thyroid FNA biopsy and using routine CT screening should improve the outcome of clinically unapparent medullary cancer. Finally, AACE/AME does not endorse routine CT measurement because testing of serum CT in all patients with unselected thyroid nodules does not seem to be cost-effective but recommends the test if FNA biopsy is suspicious or positive for malignancy or if family history is positive.

The examination of the references linked to the issue of serum CT testing shows that ATA GLs report four observational papers (EBM level: 3); AACE/AME two reviews (level of evidence: 4), one guideline (level of evidence: 4), and three observational papers (level of evidence: 3); and ETA four observational papers (level of evidence: 3). We can observe how the evidence reported by ATA, ETA, and AACE/AME GLs on CT testing is definitely consistent. We found as shared by the three GLs:


- two references in ATA and AACE/AME (Niccoli, *Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism* 1997 (46); Elisei, *Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism* 2004: observational studies (47)), and


Thus, although the references reported in the American and the European documents are rather the same, their recommendations are strongly discordant. This controversy may be explained by the low level of the available evidence, but probably socioeconomic factors and personal opinions of the panelists play a major role in this enduring controversy. A large scale, prospective, controlled study with an adequate follow-up is needed to provide a final high-quality evidence about the diagnostic efficacy and cost-effectiveness of routine serum CT determination.

**Question 3: When should a radioisotope thyroid scan be performed?**

Answer. Basically radioisotope thyroid scan is indicated by the GLs if serum TSH is suppressed and in nodules with a ‘follicular neoplasm’ cytological report.

Comments. According to ATA GLs, in the presence of a low or low-normal serum TSH concentration, a radioiodine scan should be performed directly compared with the US images to determine functionality of each nodule larger than 1–1.5 cm. AACE/AME and ETA extend the indication to radioisotope scan, suggesting to perform thyroid scintigraphy for a multinodular goiter in iodine-deficient areas even if the TSH level is still in the normal range, in order to identify the presence of an autonomous nodule.

Concordance between the guidelines is very high for the suggested actions even if the clinical evidence available for using radioisotope scan is just fair (ATA GL, grade B; AACE/AME GL, grades B and C).

The references linked to the issue of thyroid scintigraphy are scarce. Their examination shows that ATA GLs quote no reference, ETA mentions one reference (Pacini, *European Journal of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging* 2004: 31: 1443–1449: review (48)); and AACE/AME reports seven papers (one review and six observational studies). Actually, the quality of EBM evidence about the use of radioisotope scan is quite low due to the absence of level 1 and 2 evidence and recommendations are at present based mostly on experts opinion and largely accepted thyroid practice.

**Question 4. What is the role of medical therapy for benign thyroid nodules?**

Answer. L-T4 suppressive treatment for thyroid nodules is not indicated (ATA) or should be restricted to a minority of selected patients, preferably in iodine-deficient regions (AACE/AME). This issue is not addressed by the ETA consensus statement.

Comments. There is a partial discordance between the guidelines. ATA GL strongly recommends against the use of L-T4, while AACE/AME GL recommends that the use of L-T4 therapy should be avoided in most cases but may be considered in the following conditions: patients from geographical areas with iodine deficiency, young patients with small thyroid nodules, and nodular goiters with no evidence of functional autonomy.

Thus, even if the evidence from multiple randomized control trials and three meta-analyses suggest that thyroid hormone in doses that suppress the serum TSH...
to subnormal levels may result in a decrease in nodule size in regions of the world with borderline low iodine intake. ATA strongly recommends against (grade F). On the other hand, AACE/AME considers L-T4 at nearly suppressive doses as a possible treatment (grade C) in selected cases.

It’s noteworthy that the evaluation of the references used to support the grade of recommendations in the two GLs demonstrates that in this controversial case the quality of the available clinical evidence is high.

ATA GLs strongly recommend against L-T4 on the basis of two well-conducted randomized clinical trials (RCT) and two meta-analyses with a high level of evidence.

AACE/AME GLs fairly recommend to consider L-T4 for a minority of cases on the basis of three observational studies (level of evidence: 3), eight randomized controlled trials, and two meta-analyses (level of evidence: 1–2).

Evidence reported by ATA and AACE/AME GLs has three references in common (Zelmanovitz et al., Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism 1998, RCT + meta-analysis (49); Wemeau et al., Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism 2002, RCT (50); Castro et al., Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism 2002, meta-analysis (51)). Nine references are quoted only in AACE/AME guidelines. So, although both the references and the strength of clinical evidence in the two GLs are quite similar (‘strong’), their recommendations are at least in part discordant.

How do the European endocrinologists evaluate and implement the guidelines?

A partial response to this question may be obtained by evaluating the answers of the ETA audience to a few clinical questions.

‘Is the methodology of guidelines similar, and are their recommendations comparable?’

The answer was: Yes, 23%; No, 42%; I do not know, 35%.

Hence, only a minority of the participating endocrinologists were aware that the methodology of the GLs is basically similar but that the differences in the rating scales may make difficult a rapid evaluation of the strength of evidence and recommendations for their use in clinical practice.

The question ‘which of these recommendations is based on good quality evidence?’ was addressed to several clinical problems.

The above-mentioned recommendations ‘US is indicated if a nodule or goiter are palpable’ and ‘FNA is the diagnostic procedure of choice for thyroid nodules’ had the following score when participants were asked about their strength of evidence: High, 73%; Low, 18%; I do not know, 7%.

On the other hand, the recommendation ‘T4 treatment for thyroid nodules is not indicated OR it should be restricted to a minority of selected patients’ had the following score: High, 57%; Low, 38%; I do not know, 3%.

Because US is generally appreciated as an important procedure for the diagnosis of thyroid nodules, the quality of EBM evidence in favor of the use of US thyroid scan was supposed by part of the audience to be elevated even if it can be rated only as low due to the absence of controlled studies. On the other hand, the still controversial use of L-T4 suppressive therapy deceptively induced part of the audience to suppose that the available evidence is low, while the quality of several RCTs is elevated.

The strength of evidence in endocrinology is sometimes weak even if clinical experience clearly demonstrates the efficacy of diagnostic procedures or treatments. Hence, some GLs recommendations and algorithms are presently based more on the expert’s opinion or the practical evidence of a clinical usefulness and cost-effectiveness than on the results of high-quality trials.

Conclusions

The overall EBM quality of the recently issued thyroid nodule GLs is good. The AGREE score of the ETA consensus statement is obviously slightly lower than the rating of the GLs documents.

The methodology of the GLs is similar, but a few differences in the rating scale make difficult a rapid comparison of the strength of both evidence and recommendations for use in current clinical practice.

The strength of evidence in endocrinology is frequently weak; hence some recommendations are based mostly on experts’ opinion.

Thus, a same recommendation may be based on different evidence; on the other hand, sometimes the same evidence may induce a different recommendation.

Future perspectives

Therefore, efforts are needed:

– to produce a few high-quality clinical studies to close the evidence gaps in the still controversial fields of thyroid disease like:
  – the natural history of thyroid nodules,
  – evaluation of new therapeutic options for benign thyroid nodules except follow-up,
  – relevance and ways of CT screening, and
  – data on quality of life and costs;

– to agree on similar/comparable assay and US technologies;

– to agree on the characterization of phenotypes (solitary, multiple, solid, or cystic);

– to agree on similar/lower cut-off points in the grading of lesions;

– to agree on standardized survey cases that take different disease epidemiologies into account;
– to agree on criteria for the adequacy/quality and reporting for FNABs;
– to use a similar grading and rating scale for the guidelines in order to reach a better understanding of the actual strength of their recommendations;
– to improve the correct clinical implementation of the guidelines with the addition of a practical appendix and a guide for primary care physicians and for countries with other disease epidemiologies or less economic and technical resources;
– to also be aware that guidelines are not a substitute for sound clinical judgement and the art of medicine but only a way to summarize current clinical evidence that needs to be applied to the individual patient; and
– to create a joint task force of the most authoritative societies in the field of thyroid disease in order to reach a common document for clinical practice recommendations.

Some of these goals will be approached by a joint revision of the current AACE/AME guideline for the diagnosis and management of thyroid nodules by a joint AACE/AME/ETA committee until 2009.
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